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Active Motion

Ionic Janus Liquid Droplets Assembled and Propelled by Electric
Field

The traditional Janus particle approaches to produce active motion
are based on using solid particles1-9 so it is interesting to consider
liquid droplets instead. This is especially relevant because, when
one uses solid particles, the experimental self-assembly of
synthetic active matter normally requires the moving objects to sit
in a near-planar 2D (two-dimensional) geometry, and this is a
significant limitation. Emulsions,10,11 cross-linked polymers,12,13
and porous materials14 have been proposed for 3D self-assembly
but with limitations to propel them actively. There are two principal
novel aspects of this study. First, it is demonstrated that, having
resolved the density mismatch problem that results from the
traditional approach of using silica-based and metal-capped Janus
solid particles, Janus liquid droplets can be used as building block
in an active propulsion system. Second, it is demonstrated that
using an ionic liquid motif, the droplet system can be tuned from
core-shell to Janus and multipatches, using facile surfactant-based
methods. The experimental approach was stimulated by the
success of electro-hydrodynamic (EHD) flow produced by
alternative (AC) electric field to produce motion of colloidal
particles;6-8 here its usefulness to also propel ionic liquids is
demonstrated. In this paper we present this new experimental
system and discuss the respects in which it resembles, and also
differs, from the traditional solid particle approach.
The design requirement for a 3D active propulsion system is to
have material with relatively high dielectric constant but low density.
We achieve this in aqueous media by forming stable droplet
suspensions of Ionic liquids (IL) due to wide ranges of tunable
properties15-18 including density, solubility, viscosity, and volatility.
Depending on the mix-and-match of their cationic and anionic
components, the density of IL is close to that of water. The many
available varieties of IL cations with different long hydrophobic alkyl
chains are also appealing when designing suspensions to avoid
aggregation.19 In term of generating stable droplets over wide
temperature ranges,20 thermal stability of IL is well-known and its
temperature related behavior is known in detail.21,22
To produce phase-separated droplets with the tuned Janus
asymmetry needed for EHD flow, we employed standard rapid
microfluidic injection of ionic liquid and silicone oil into a
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glycerol/water medium. As the minority component in the resulting
droplets, silicone oil was selected because it possesses
significantly lesser dielectric constant than IL as well as low-density.
To begin, we screened several IL cations with bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide functional group as anion (Figure 1a) due to its
excellent hydrophobicity in water. Selecting IL droplet with long
alkyl chain for cations not only enhanced stability of these droplet
dispersions but also avoided spontaneous cationic solvation, which
we monitored through increase of solvent conductivity over time
(Figure S1). For further study, we chose trihexyltetradecylphosphonium ([P66614][NTf2]) cation as it is insoluble in water on the
time scale of 24h. This choice eliminated the possibility of droplet
motion due to cation dis/charging23-25 in subsequent experiments.

Figure 1. The concept of Janus liquid particle composed of two immiscible liquids,
one an ionic liquid (IL) because of the advantages presented by this material. The
second liquid in this study was silicon oil. (a) the [P66614][NTf2] ionic liquid and (b)
Image of a cm-size Janus droplet in an equilibrium state, showing the less-dense
silicone oil at the top. (c, d) Fluorescence imaging of µm-size droplets (green)
shows location of ionic liquid within the Janus droplet. (e, f) Bright field
microscopy of µm-size droplets (the darker spaces are IL) gives equivalent
information but with less contrast. Scale bar is 10 µm.

.To prepare the droplets, the parent ionic liquid was subjected
to vigorous vortex in excess water. Glycerol and Tween surfactant
were added to density match the system (Table S1) and improve
the droplet stability. The resulting size distributions (Figure S2) and
zeta potential (Table S2) were recorded over time to measure
equilibrium states. When to produce Janus droplets of IL was the
aim, silicone oil was added at the desired mass fraction before the
emulsification step to produce phase-separated liquid droplets
(Figure 1b). To offer the capability to visualize phase separation by
fluorescence imaging, Nile Red dye was dissolved in the IL. Bright
field microscopy also could be used to image the Janus geometry
(IL with dye appears darker) but with less contrast. For the most
viscous silicone oil (1000 cSt), the phase-separated morphology
was Janus IL droplets with added mass fraction of silicon oil directly
proportional to its area in the droplet (Figure 1c,d).26 This
morphological transition is a metastable state due to interfacial
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Figure 2. Illustration of reversible assembly of Janus IL droplets. (a) Schematic
illustration of self-assembly under electric field owing to induced dipole-dipole
attraction resulting in chains aligned in the z direction. The resulting self-assembly
was imaged using bright field microscopy imaging after (b) 0s, (c) 6s, and (d) 16s.
Scale bar 20 µm. In (b) and (c), note the chain formed by three droplets on the
top left and two droplets on the bottom right. Density was matched to the
surrounding aqueous medium by using water/glycerol mixtures. An electric field
of 1 KHz was applied, 8.3 V/cm. Arrows in (a) call attention to direction of motion
between successive frames in Movie S1.

The sample chamber consisted of two planar electrodes
separated by a 120 µm spacer, specifically transparent indium tin
oxide (ITO) connected to a function generator (1 KHz, 10 V). Thin
films of silicon oxide (~21 nm) were coated onto the ITO electrodes
to increase their hydrophilicity which was crucial to avoid droplet
wetting and sticking to the surface. In addition, this thin film
maintained the mean average surface roughness of the coated
electrode to be around 10 nm (Figure S4). Electric fields were not
observed to cause particle rearrangement with the surfactant
concentrations that we employed.
First, we demonstrated reversible chain formation of
homogeneous IL droplets in density-matched solvent. The images
in Figures 2b to 2d, obtained from time-lapse bright field
microscopy, show motion of these droplets when AC electric field
was applied in the out-of-plane direction. Dielectric constant
mismatch with the solvent caused the IL droplets to align their
dipole parallel to the electric field direction, with rapid assembly of
1D chains, analogous to the chaining behavior of solid particles
induced by dipolar interactions.36-38 When electric field was
switched off, these chains reversibly disassembled due to thermal
motion and long-range electrostatic repulsion between them.
Control experiments showed that homogeneous silicone oil
droplets exhibited no such responses (not assembly, deformation,
or aggregation)39-41 under these electric field conditions. Movie S1
illustrates chaining.

To achieve clearer imaging, in some experiments we
mismatched the density and applied the setup to Janus IL droplets
sedimented onto the bottom electrode such that the less dense
silicone oil side pointed upwards. Upon applying an AC electric
field out-of-plane, the initial response was that they rotated their
denser IL side to align the dipole moment parallel to the external
field (Figures 3b-c). Droplet propulsion resulted (Movies S2 and
S3). The direction of motion was perpendicular to the external field
with IL at the tail end owing to stronger induced charge and flow
imbalance. These droplets were stable and continuously swam in
linear directions provided that the droplet concentration remained
low. Occasional collisions produced change of direction but without
coalescence at this average speed (2.8 µm/s).

Figure 3. Illustration of internal rearrangement within a moving self-assembled
liquid object. (a) Schematic illustration of a Janus droplet whose dipole moment
is aligned parallel to the electric field before it translates, with ionic liquid patch at
the backside in response to EHD. (b-c) Janus droplets rotate their mutual
positions to align with the direction of electric field so that they present a clear
divide between silicone oil and ionic liquid (darker region); then (d to f) they
translate in space with linear trajectories whose direction in the xy plane is
random. The electric field is 1 KHz, 8.3 V/cm out-of-plane. Scale bar 20 µm. In
(d) and (e ), arrows call attention to direction of motion between successive
frames in Movies S2 and S3.

Both patch size and orientation mattered. For example, Figure 4
and Movie S4 show an IL droplet with 2 patches of equal size at
the angle, 165o with respect to the center of mass of the bottom
patch. EHD theory predicts the direction of motion (Figure 4a).
Because in this example the projected 2D area of the bottom patch
is ~20% larger than that of the top patch, motion of this droplet
motion agrees qualitatively with what one expects owing to the
dielectric mismatch Notably, patchy IL droplets of this composition
showed no rotational motion when electric field was applied,
retaining their translational direction regardless of their droplet
center of mass. The sum of parallel dipoles from IL patches
dictated the initial droplet orientation under the action of AC electric
field and this direction did not change with time elapsed.

Figure 4. Within liquid Janus particles, velocity vectors perpendicular to each
ionic liquid patch determine overall translational direction of the droplet. (a)
Schematic illustration. (b,c) Bright field images of active motion for patchy droplet
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tension balance between the two fluids which can be altered by
changing the surfactant.13,27 Intriguingly, patchy IL droplets (Figure
1e,f), probably the outcome of balance between line tension
around the IL domains and electrostatic repulsion between these
patches,28 were obtained by using small amounts of silicone oil of
lesser viscosity (100 cSt). Presently, the patch size, direction, and
orientation are not controllable using our simple emulsification
technique but it is not beyond logical extension to tailor high-order
droplet generations by known microfluidic methods.29-32 This
method to produce multiple patches is simpler than those based
on metal deposition6,9, asymmetric synthesis or surface
modification,26,33,34 and forming liquid shells around solid
particles,7,35 though at the present state of development it is less
well controlled.

in 1 KHz (8.3 V/cm, out-of-plane) when electric field is started and after few

droplet and is not incorporated into the chain. All interaction is in response to 1

seconds, respectively. Scale bar 20 µm. Arrows call attention to direction of

KHz AC field (8.33 V/m, out-of-plane). Scale bar 20 µm. Arrows call attention to

motion between successive frames in Movie S4.

direction of motion in successive frames in Movie S5.

Finally, we investigated self-assembly of Janus IL droplets in
3D, using density-matched solvent. On the one hand, the droplets
tended to assemble parallel to the electric field just as for
homogeneous IL droplets, but on the other hand, droplets
experienced self-propulsion in random directions within the plane
normal to the electric field. The most stable situation resulted from
jointly minimizing both dipole mismatch between adjacent patches
and flow imbalance between neighboring droplets. Accordingly, we
compared dimer assembly between a Janus IL (Figure 5b, top) and
a patchy IL droplet (Figure 5b, bottom). In the early stage after
electric field was applied, these two droplets swam in different
directions; for the Janus particle the IL moiety was on the backside,
while for the patchy droplet the larger patch was at the backside
(Movie S5). After they collided, the Janus droplet aligned its IL side
with the larger patch in the direction expected for a 1D chain
architecture, which is the outcome expected if only energy
minimization mattered. Subsequently the two droplets traveled as
a pair.
It is non-trivial that within this traveling dimer, there ensued
secondary adjustment of the orientation as the small patch
responded not to the external field but also, interestingly, to the
dipole induced on the adjacent Janus droplet. This produced
rotation within the traveling chain. As a result, the chain displayed
internal twisting motion even though overall it moved in a single
direction as concerns its center of mass.

This study has the following chief conclusions. First, ionic
liquids (and their assembly into Janus particles with polysiloxane
liquids) present an interesting platform from which to assemble
multi-particle structures especially in 3D such that one can with
facility circumvent density mismatch that promotes traditional solid
Janus particles to sediment. Second, we have demonstrated that
Janus liquid droplets display EHD flow and, more interestingly,
internal flows within traveling chains. Lastly, we succeed in
generating behavior that was known for solid Janus particles
(chaining, swimming and swarming; Figures 2 and 3) while the
non-uniform droplets’ size (synchronized chain swimming; Figure
5) and patches (directional swimming; Figure 4) generate
unexpected behavior that although not yet modelled quantitatively,
is presented in this paper for what is considered to be the first time.
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Figure 5. Patch reorientation within traveling Janus droplets of composition
described in the text. (a) Schematic illustration of Janus IL droplets after density
match with the surrounding aqueous liquid, with electric field applied in the z
direction. Chains of droplets form spontaneously. (b) Phase contrast image of 1D
chains; the Inset compares the configurations of top and bottom droplets. (c-d)
Images of translation in space and center-of-mass balancing inside of a single
chain. (e) Electrostatic repulsion between an assembled chain and a multipatch
droplet. The incoming droplet is at a slightly higher plane of focus than the top
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